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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•

Ohio Medicaid Budget Update
Priority work through the end of the Administration
Managed Care & LTSS Collaboration Work
MyCare Ohio
Q&A
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Budget Updates
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Budget Updates
• Spending on the LTSS population was about $7.6 billion in FY18. This a
third of the total services expenditure for Medicaid.
• For FY18, the state share of general revenue fund (GRF) spending in the
525 line item finished the fiscal year only $33.5 million under the estimate
of $3.759 billion. Less than 1% variance.
• It is early in FY19, but the state share of spending from the 525 line item is
under estimate by $42.7 through August. Caseload is running lower than
anticipated, driving the underspend. (Just under 3 million enrollees)
» Overall caseload was 77,211 (-2.6 percent) under estimate for the month of
August. Group VIII caseload has declined by over 50,000 since July 2017 and
was below projections (-5.3 percent) for the month August.

• We have begun working on the FY20/21 budget. The Executive budget will
probably be released in March 2019. State law allows for a later budget
introduction due to the transition to a new Governor.
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Priority Leadership Work
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Priority Leadership Work
Behavioral Health Integration – Ensuring stable environment
in managed care for behavioral health services; Continuing work
on behavioral health care coordination

Medicaid Work Requirements – ODM is continuing to work
with CMS on the work requirement waiver

Implementing New Pharmacy Contract Model – passthrough pricing model for contracted Pharmacy Benefit
Managers set to go into effect January 1, 2019
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Priority Leadership Work (cont.)
Continuing Implementation of EVV – ODM is taking a phased in
approach to this initiative
• Phase 1 - implemented in January 2018 for state plan Home Health services
and Ohio Home Care Waiver
• Phase 2 - expected to be implemented in in October 2019 for Managed Care
and Aging
• Phase 3 - expected to be implemented in 2020 for self direction and home
based therapy services

SUD 1115 Waiver – ODM is requesting an 1115 demonstration waiver
to use IMDs as a Medicaid covered setting for SUD inpatient and
residential treatment in both managed care and FFS for adults and
children; expected implementation in 2019
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Priority Leadership Work (cont.)
Waiver Alignment – Phased in approach to this work potentially
beginning in January 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•

One set of service definitions and specifications
Rate alignment
One incident management system
One set of clinical practice standards
One agency front-door for waiver providers
One monitoring system for waiver providers

MyCare Ohio – Improvement and next steps

Transition Planning
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Managed Care & LTSS Collaboration
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New Managed Care Resource Documents
• Developed resource documents that outlines MCP and MCOP
requirements for NF admissions
» Prior Authorization (PA) and Level of Care (LOC) requirements are
outlined
» Includes plan specific contact information and processes

• Four total resources: Common Terminology, NF-Based LOC
FAQ, Managed Care FAQ and MyCare Ohio FAQ
• Resource documents have been posted on the ODM website https://medicaid.ohio.gov/provider/ManagedCare/PolicyGuid
ance
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Common Terminology Document

Managed Care and NF-Based LOC FAQ
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Prior Authorization and Level of Care for NF Stays FAQs

Includes plan specific
information as well!
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Patient Liability Workgroup
• Workgroup formed to address issues with the current patient
liability process
» Monthly meetings
» Managed Care plans, NF associations, Assisted Living Association, AAAs
(waiver)

• New ODM position to mitigate PL discrepancies between NF
and MCP using Ohio Benefits. Look for more information to
come
• Limited vendor contract to review PL processes end-to-end
» Identify gaps and inconsistencies
» Analyze and recommend improvements to PL process
» Standardize and align PL processes across payer sources
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Relevant Provider Agreement Updates
• Effective January 1, 2019, MyCare Ohio plans must share the
following data with AAAs for wavier service coordination:
» Care plans;
» Most recent comprehensive assessment and due dates;
» Risk stratification and approved contact schedule;
» Claims including inpatient hospitalizations, emergency departments
and waiver services; and
» Risk agreements, as applicable.
» Provider Agreements are on the ODM Website
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Level of Care Assessment Updates
• Currently working in conjunction with the Ohio Department of
Aging on one standardized assessment system
• Desire to move to a single case management system that
would accompany the assessment system
• Assessment system will house the assessment tools for NFbased waiver programs
» Adult comprehensive assessment tool (ACAT)
» Child comprehensive assessment tool (CCAT)
» Adult level of care questionnaire (ALOCQ)
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Waiver Alignment:
• Modernize Ohio’s 1915(c) waivers in an effort to align
with Ohio Medicaid’s Overall Quality Strategy
• Align waiver functions based on lesson’s learned in FFS
and MyCare Ohio
• Achieve operational and administrative efficiencies
throughout all waivers
• Improve the delivery system so that it is not fragmented
and works well for members and providers regardless of
the payer source
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Waiver Alignment (Jan. 1, 2019)
• Alignment of six waiver services across Ohio Home Care,
Passport and My Care Waivers
• OAC Chapter 5160-44
» ODM’s 6 newly defined services will be in this chapter
» ODA will reference chapter 44 in their OAC chapter

• Does not include aligned waiver codes at this time
• JCARR in December
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Proposed Aligned Services
• Home delivered meals (5160-44-11)
• Home modification service (5160-44-13)
• Personal emergency response system (5160-44-16)

• Out-of-home respite 5160-44-17
• Waiver nursing 5160-44-22
• Home Care Attendant 5160-44-27
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Waiver Alignment: Rates
• Alignment of rates
» Home delivered meals
» Personal emergency response system

• Home delivered meals
» FFS rate of $6.50 per meal (Decrease for OHC and increase for PP)
» OHC now offers higher rate of $8.68 for therapeutic and kosher meals
» Establishes one statewide rate

• Personal emergency response system
» Statewide rate for installation and monthly service ($32.95 for each
service)
» Eliminated partial month payments: no longer pay for replacement or
additional pendants
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Phase 1.5 – Incident management (2019)
• Working on a streamlined incident management process for
Assisted Living, MyCare, OHC and PASSPORT:
» Provides a single list of incident types that must be reported and
investigated
» Will hold a separate stakeholder meeting to fully review new incident
management rule and processes (date TBD)

• Begin development of a single incident database:
» Incidents would be reported and monitored through the single incident
database;
» Investigating DD incident system; and
» Implementation date unknown at this time – significant stakeholder
input anticipated
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MyCare Ohio
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MyCare Ohio
• Initially a three-year demonstration project that was extended
until December 2019
• Surveys and data sets show that MyCare Ohio has improved
the lives of Ohioans
• Additional MyCare Ohio Extension request
» ODM has asked CMS for an additional extension to the
demonstration until December 2022
» Extension request pending CMS approval

• More value-based arrangements are a priority
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My Care Ohio data analysis shows…
• 59% of MyCare Ohio statewide HEDIS results exceeded the
75th national NCQA Medicaid percentile
» Compared to other Medicaid health plans on a national level, 59% of
MyCare Ohio plans’ HEDIS results are in the top 25%
» LTSS specific data measures are desirable

• Positive scores in the CAHPS survey in areas such as Plan
performance and member satisfaction
• NCIID survey scores suggest the MyCare Waiver is performing
better or equal to other waivers in most areas
• MyCare Ohio has helped with rebalancing efforts
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My Care Ohio: 2017 Care Management Survey
• Collaboration with Health Services Advisory Group (HSAG) to
understand MyCare Ohio plan care management program
operations and service delivery from member’s perspective*
• 70% reported being satisfied with their care manager

• 68% reported that a care plan was developed for them and of
that percent:
» 92% reported participating in the development of their care plan

» 90% reported knowing the goals of their care plan
» 95% reported that their care manager reviewed their care plan with
them

» 96% percent reported understanding their care plan
*MyCare Ohio members were surveyed for this data
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Questions or Gripes?
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